GETTING AROUND ST LUCIA
Driving in St Lucia is an adventure! Narrow roads, steep drop-offs with no guardrails, potholes,
chickens, pedestrians, cows, unnamed roads (like ours), incomplete map apps, and lack of parking
space and streetlights are all part of the adventure. Most of our guests hire our driver (he provides
the vehicle, too).

TAXI/DRIVER SERVICE
Our affiliated driver: Junior Taxi 758-717-6575 (Call/WhatsApp/text)
Email juniortx890@gmail.com

Taxi/driver vehicles
Junior has several vehicles he uses for guests, from standard cars to very large vans. Here’s a
picture of his van that can comfortably seat six and a lot of luggage:

Taxi service by the trip
Pricing is for a round trip to a single destination. To return, you either arrange a time or you call for
pickup. If you do not prebook by-the-trip service, you may have to wait for availability.

Full-day driver services (one driver and vehicle)
This is your best choice if you plan to go to multiple locations or are heading to distant locations.
When you hire them for the day, they are available for you exclusively. “Day” is from the first time
you leave in the morning until the last time you return to the villa for the day.
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Please reserve full-day driver services at least 12 hours ahead of time with Junior or his driver.
Same-day requests are subject to availability. If your plans change and you want to cancel a full day
of driver service, please cancel by 9 pm the evening before to avoid a $50US “no-show” fee.

Itinerary planning
If you are going to use the driver services for your stay, Junior provides a complimentary
consultation meeting with you on your first morning. Don’t worry – you aren’t locked into that
exact itinerary. You can make changes later, although the no-show fee will apply if you do not
cancel service in time.

DRIVER PRICING
Overview
All the prices are for a single driver and vehicle. You aren’t required to use the same price model
for every day of your trip. For instance, if you want a tour around Soufriere on Monday and just a
trip to the beach on Tuesday, you can select full-day for Monday and by-the-trip for Tuesday.
Only the full-day price for Zone 1 allows you to come back to the villa between trips at no extra
charge. A few destinations/trips will be excluded from the zone pricing. See the next page for
more information.

Paying for driver services
You may pay Junior in cash (US dollars are fine), or you may pay for his services with a credit card
by establishing a credit line through the “Pay” page of our website, and we’ll pay him for you.
Other drivers will require cash payment at the end of your trip.

Taxi prices by the trip
Popular Destinations

One or two
passengers

Three or four
passengers

Five or six
passengers

Anse Chastanet or Soufriere

$45 US round-trip $55 US round trip $65 US round-trip

Mango Tree, Dasheene, Rabot

$65 US round-trip $75 US round trip $85 US round-trip

Sugar Beach, Volcano, Tet Paul

$65 US round-trip $75 US round trip $85 US round-trip

Villa to/from the UVF airport

$85 US one-way

$95 US round trip $105 US one-way

Other locations outside of Zone 1 – Full day pricing is usually less expensive, but request a quote if interested
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DRIVER ZONE MAP
Please note that the zones shown are approximate. Some trips may incur a higher cost than
the zone map shows given the limited number or extremely poor conditions of roads in St
Lucia. For instance, a trip to Castries and back through Dennery requires an almost-complete
circling of the island as the Dennery/villa leg cannot cut across the interior and must go through
Vieux Fort. The cost for this trip is higher than shown for a Zone 3 trip. Please confirm the
prices for your trips with Junior during your itinerary planning meeting. Airport trips are
excluded from zone pricing.

Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
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